EVERYDAY LIFE UNDER OCCUPATION II
1. **“Uncertainty Principle”:** Constant changes to the organization and regulation of space decomposes the stability of effective Palestinian space.

2. **Movement-disruption technology:** closures, check-points & separation barrier – authorities are main producers of chaos.
3. Destroys the stability of the taken for granted blocks of everyday life: time and space.
4. Segregated roads serve as physical barriers (completely prohibited, partially prohibited, restricted) to Palestinian development.
FRONTIER ARCHITECTURE (EYAL WEIZMAN)

1. Highlights the characteristics of the separation regime from the perspective of an architect (from territorial presence to external controls).

2. Contrasts the geography of sovereign borders with the dynamic of a frontier zone.

3. **A. “Erratic occupation” or “structured chaos” or “elastic geographies.”**

4. **B. “Promotion of complexity – geographical and legal.”**

5. **C. Vertical dimension, i.e. there levels of conflict and control.**
INHERENT OR CONTINGENT FEATURES? (WEIZMAN)

1. ‘POST-MODERNIST’ IMAGINARY OF FRAGMENTATION V. OLD-FASHIONED CAUSALITY.

2. WHAT IS THE REASON FOR THE ELASTICITY OF THE FRONTIER? NOT DELIBERATE BUT REACTION TO RESISTANCE.

3. WHAT MAKES THE OPT A “LABORATORY?” TECHNIQUES OF DOMINATION TO MATCH TECHNIQUES OF RESISTANCE.

4. “CHAOS HAS ITS PECULIAR STRUCTURAL ADVANTAGE.” (P. 8) BUT IT ALSO HAS ITS DISADVANTAGES.